death' can contest and subvert intended official narratives. 7 The symbolic power of the executed body is strong, but difficult to control, particularly with the proliferation of global media and technology across the continent. Whilst states once hung the bodies of those whom they killed from gibbets or displayed their dismembered bodies in a spectacle of terror, now physical displays can be supplemented or replaced with visual or virtual images circulated globally and locally. Drawing on African conceptions of the body as a multiple and fragmented entity consisting of corporeal and spiritual elements, and a soul that could be reborn into this world, this chapter will argue that photographs, videos, posters, films, poems, statues, rumours and memories of executions and the executed can coalesce to produce a simulacrum of the deceased, granting them another incorporeal, symbolic self and afterlife.
Material effigies have historically been punished by the state or community in the stead of a condemned man: now these virtual, immaterial effigies can emerge from an execution to empower and aid remembrance of the person. This chapter will investigate pre-colonial usages of capital punishment and conceptions of the criminal body and its treatment, with a particular focus on the Ashanti of the Gold Coast (Ghana). It will then outline colonial practices of execution and the impact that European laws, conceptions of the body, changing sensibilities and humanitarian sentiments had on the practice and performativity of executions. Finally, it will look at the display and alternately the concealment of executed bodies in post-colonial Africa, and how new media combined with popular memories to create local and global afterlives for prominent executed men. The chapter will include examples of extrajudicial as well as judicial executions due to the high discursive impact of many such killings and the light they 7 Dwight Conquergood, 'Lethal Theatre: Performance, Punishment and the Death Penalty ', Theatre Journal, 54 (2002) , 339-67. shed on the relationship between political, military and legal authority in Africa. More systematic analysis of the death penalty in post-independence Africa is required to properly elucidate the relationship between the exceptional cases highlighted here and normative rituals of execution, and to investigate in greater detail local understandings of such events and their memory, but this chapter hopes to provide an initial investigation into the general trends in capital punishment and the post-mortem treatment of executed bodies.
[B] Sacrificial Bodies: Im/materiality in Pre-Colonial Executions Our knowledge of capital punishment in pre-colonial polities and African communities is fragmentary at best. African polities were geared towards the control of people rather than space, and were often strongly patrimonial with political and ritual authority being combined in the person of the chief or ruler. The body of the chief would literally and figuratively embody the power of the community. Most communities had restorative systems of justice, whereby murder was normally atoned for through the payment of compensation and recourse to the appropriate supernatural sanctions or reconciliation rituals, although corporeal punishment and vengeance were also widely applied. 8 The death penalty was reserved for the most serious violations of customary norms or taboos -such as threats to the chief's person, adultery with the chief's wives, desertion of duty or cowardice in war, repeated witchcraft or theft, or murder. 9 In deciding whether to apply such punishment though, the sentence was often determined not by the crime itself but by the level of threat posed to the community by 8 See J. S. Read, 'Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda', in Alan Milner (ed.) , African Penal Systems (London, 1969), pp. 104-6. 9 Ibid., p. 104; Alan Milner, The Nigerian Penal System (London, 1972) , pp. 315-16; T. O. (Manchester, 1956) , p. 260. the offender. Punishment was also moderated by social standing, as in many areas elite males would not be executed but allowed to supply a slave to the bereaved family, either in compensation or for execution in their stead. 10 In pre-colonial eastern Africa the machinery of government available to the ruler of a more centralised state made it easier to impose a death penalty, as among the Baganda, but even acephalous communities employed execution on occasion. 11 In Kenya, Kikuyu custom dictated that homicide was normally a matter for compensation, but habitual theft, causing death by poison, or witchcraft 'was looked upon as a crime against the whole community, and the penalty was death by burning.' 12 Such penal customs were common across central and southern Africa. 13 Executions were also enacted under Islamic law in areas like northern Nigeria and northern Sudan. In West Africa, nineteenth-century travelogues and early ethnographic texts can give the historian a partial insight into pre-colonial attitudes toward murder and execution. In Nigeria 'customary' methods of execution included hanging, beheading, 10 Paul Bohannan (ed), Justice and Judgement among the Tiv (Princeton, 1960) , p. 39.
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Colonial Africa', in Bernault, Enfermement, Prison et Châtiments, p. 199. 12 Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya: The Tribal Life of the Kikuyu (London, 1957 [c. capital offence as only the Asantehene had the power to take life but many offenders chose suicide to escape from executions. Suicides' bodies would therefore be publicly decapitated, their estate confiscated by their chief and their family disinherited, and their corpses could not be buried in the clan burial ground. Rattray, Ashanti Law, pp. 301-2; E. A. Hoebel, The Dynamics (Cambridge, 1954), p. 327. 21 Ibid., pp. 219, 235; Rattray, Ashanti Law, pp. 295-6 . The definition of awudiei however was wider than English legal definitions as it included heinous sexual offences including intercourse with a pregnant woman or with a pre-pubescent girl. Women and children could be executed for murder. power to inflict capital punishment, which was ceremonially devolved onto the royal executioners. 22 Crime was considered a communal rather than simply an individual responsibility, and something that could transcend the physical realm. It was said that 'an otofo (executed criminal), if he or she "come back", will "come back" as an otofo': criminal propensities could be inherited from lineage forbears, but children could also bear the guilt of parents. 23 For murder within a kin group, the perpetrator was expelled from the kin group and could either be killed or forced into slavery, whilst for murders between different clan groups, the offender could be killed by the deceased's clan. 24 Death sentences could however be commuted to mutilation or converted into atitodie (blood money) to be paid by the offender's kin, and there are suggestions that this practice of atitodie led to death sentences increasing at times of political and economic uncertainty, with Asantehene Kwaku Dua Ashanti (London, [1929 ]1957 . R. S. Rattray's ethnographic research on the Asante in the 1910s-20s gives historians the most detailed available account of execution procedures. 26 According to Rattray the precolonial Asante kingdom had a well-regulated system of judicial execution, finely calibrated by the offence and the status differential between the offender/victim. Execution was normally by decapitation with a 'small knife', or by strangling, clubbing to death, drowning or burning for witches, progressing in severity up to the 'dance of death ', atɔperɛ-goru. 27 Executions in Asante did not serve simply to reinforce sovereign power in a Foucauldian spectacle of sovereign power, but also to appease supernatural forces, including the murder victim's vengeful sasa (ghost), which would otherwise haunt the community. 28 Rattray's interviews with the Asantehene's former executioner about the atɔperɛ-goru -reserved to 26 Rattray, Religion and Art, Rattray, Ashanti Law, In contrast to eighteenth-and nineteenth-century Western European notions of strangling as a dishonourable death, strangling was usually reserved for elites as it avoided distasteful mutilation and the spilling of blood. 28 Michel Foucault, Surveiller et Punir: Naissance de la Prison (Paris, 1975) ; Rattray, Ashanti Law, p. 295. punish murder or adultery with royal wives, and apparently last enacted in the 1880s -reveal that in a visible spectacle of royal authority the condemned person would have his nasal septum threaded with a rope, cheeks pierced with a knife to prevent him cursing the Asantehene, and be led around the town having his shins scraped and ears cut off by senior figures, then be made to dance to the atɔperɛ drums all day before being taken before the Asantehene, where he was dismembered and decapitated. After death occurred, 'the pieces of the body were collected and cast away in the hollow near the spot formerly called Diakomfoase', one of four execution spaces for the city: again, here we find the disjecta membra thrown into the bush rather than being buried. 29 The atɔperɛ was a public theatre of death, but death was not the fundamental aim of the punishment: the systematic dissolution of the corporeal body was instead its principle element. As McCaskie describes, 'apposite wholeness was a mark of the body's success -in death as in life.' 30 The exceptional violence of the atɔperɛ therefore represented the invasive ideological power of the state at an absolute level -the body, its wholeness, its integrity, simply disappeared, and literally vanished from history. The dismemberment of the body in the course of atɔperɛ was accomplished as a morphological analogue of the 'shape' of the state itself, conducted around a prescribed spatial and political route, with officials in ascending order of rank appropriating items from the body that equated to their position within the state, ending with the Asantehene 'taking' the offender's head. In atɔperɛ the offender's existence and body were appropriated by and The dissolution and dismemberment of an offending body was a significant element of Ashanti penality. In another display of chiefly authority, offenders who committed adultery with senior stool chiefs' wives would have their penis or ears cut off and nailed to significant trees or drums before decapitation, and their blood would be used to 'blood' drums, which held strong ritual significance in Ashanti culture. 32 In times of war, a captured enemy general was killed after trial for Epo (high treason). Even if he had died in battle or committed suicide, his corpse would still be tried and decapitated. The body would then be cut up and apportioned, with the commander of the army taking the head to adorn the odwira suman, a powerful fetish, or the fontonfrom drum, thereby harnessing its ritual power. 33 The physical violence of execution and the treatment of the corpse served to physically inscribe royal authority onto the offending body in the material realm, but also to temper or harness the body's immaterial, supernatural power. The dissolution of their body did not entirely eradicate an offender from Asante cosmology, however. One of the key events in the Asante 31 Ibid., p. 255. 32 Decapitation was held as necessary to ensure the spirit of the deceased was unable to pass into the spirit world and eventually be reborn. calendar was the odwira, also known as the 'Yam Custom', a 'festival that condensed and expressed defilement, and that then transacted a cathartic communal or societal purification' whilst reflecting the centralized authority of the state and the Asantehene. 34 As part of the ceremony, ritual preparations sought to summon and placate the ancestral asamaƞfoɔ (spirits) in order to secure their cooperation in the successful performance of odwira. Summoning these asamaƞfoɔ was a very perilous activity. Also summoned were the spirits, or ghosts, of those persons executed on royal authority, who were ritually induced to manifest themselves.
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On 15 December 1871 for example, some two hundred royal executioners, with their characteristic leopard-skin headgear and bandoliers of knives, bodies daubed in red clay to symbolize their defiance and sorrow for their past actions, danced in a frenzied manner throughout the whole afternoon in Kumasi, brandishing their knives and with human skulls and jawbones clenched in their teeth. They cried out, using a mix of insults, flattery, mocking and coaxing, to attract the asamaƞfoɔ of those persons they had executed since the previous odwira. 35 After sunset, the executioners would travel to the sites of execution and places where executed bodies were discarded, still calling out to the spirits of the dead. These revenant spirits were called forth to give their forgiveness for the punishments enacted on their mortal bodies.
Outside of Asante, that most accounts of pre-colonial executions do not mention what happened to bodies after the sentence was carried out can be taken as an indication that postmortem display did not routinely form a significant component of the punishment in many cultures. Across Africa the most common treatment of a corpse after execution was for it to 34 This was a literal and symbolic casting of the condemned outside of the community, outside of civilization. Instead of post-mortem display or desecration of the corpse, it was the denial of proper burial rights that intensified the punishment of death. Meek notes that among the Ibo of Nigeria the body of an executed murderer would be dumped in the bush 'to prevent reincarnation'. 36 Within many African cosmologies death is a process rather than an event; from physical death, to social death, then through funerary and burial rituals to another realm of life for the spirit/soul. 37 Funerary and burial rites varied widely across Africa, and were often replaced or amended by Christian and Muslim practices as those religions spread across the continent, but among the Ibo for example, the physical death of an elder or chief would be followed by various sacrifices (often animal sacrifices) performed by his family to appease the spirit, protect the deceased on their journey to the underworld, and to guarantee the strength, health and prosperity of the soul once it is reborn. 38 The washing and preparation of the corpse was followed by grave burial, sometimes with the sacrifice of a slave, whose body would be placed in the grave first. 39 Across pre-colonial Africa funerary and burial rites (London, 1992) . 39 This custom was gradually replaced by the placing of money, of equivalent value to the purchase of a slave, in the grave. varied according to the status of the deceased, and the form their death had taken: whilst the funerals of high-status persons would last many days and be accompanied be widespread mourning, sacrifices, and celebrations, those who had died of disease or suffered 'dishonourable' deaths would not be buried with full rites or within burial spaces, their bodies being cast into the bush or buried outside of the homestead. 40 Without proper funerary rites a condemned person's soul could neither be fully reborn within the lineage, nor become an ancestor. Executed corpses do not seem to have held special ritual or supernatural powers, beyond those naturally attributed to the human body. Where mutilation and the ritual use of corpses did occur, it was more frequently related to so-called 'medicine murders' or fetishes; murders committed to secure body parts for spells or fetishes which harnessed supernatural powers for personal or political gain. 41 The exception came in cases of witches killed to protect the community, whose powers -if they resided within their body -had to be neutralised effectively. In equatorial West Africa executed witches would be ritually autopsied by a banganga (spirit healer) to process the witch-substance into charms for the protection of the community or to destroy the corpse completely to get rid of its nefarious power. 42 Executions in pre-colonial Africa were part of procedures of retribution and 40 In some cultures, the bodies of women who had died without giving birth to any children would be denied proper burial and thrown into the bush, as they were considered to have failed in their duty to continue the lineage and procreative immortality. (Edinburgh, 2006) . 42 Bernault, 'Body, Power and Sacrifice'. During the colonial era these ritual autopsies were interpreted as profanation of corpse by colonial authorities and carried a death sentence. reconciliation, and post-mortem treatment of those executed was geared towards reestablishing the material and immaterial boundaries of the community and social order within.
Burying SM: The Politics of Knowledge and the Sociology of Power in Africa
[B] Public or Private, Civilized or Barbaric? Capital Punishment in Colonial Africa Colonialism, with its new laws and proliferation of Christianity, disrupted accepted relationships between the material and the immaterial, the sacred and the profane. This created tensions between local conceptions of the body as a fetish (material entity with sacred power) and European notions of the body as a sign (which does not hold but merely signals power). 43 As practices of forced labour, corporal punishment and the seizing of African bodies for entertainment and scientific investigation reveal, the control and exploitation of African bodies was key to both the moral and political economies of European colonialism. 44 With Africans constructed by colonialism as being innately 'other' and outside of modern 'civilization', they did not need to be criminalized for their bodies to be appropriated and exploited. As a symbol of sovereign authority and terror, the exceptional violence of execution consequently played a subsidiary role to the near ubiquitous kiboko (whip) and the labour gang. This, combined with new global humanitarian sensibilities and legal reforms 43 Ibid., 211. meant that the treatment of the condemned criminal and his body fell increasingly into line with modern European norms -at least, until colonial control was threatened.
With the colonization of Africa by European powers and their imposition of European criminal justice systems, the death penalty became increasingly secularized and institutionalized across the continent, as well as progressively restricted in its focus to murder and treason. 45 Executions quickly became central to colonial iconographies, with a focus on control and deterrence more than individual retribution. 46 Colonial justice in Africa was however marked by tensions between the messages which needed to be conveyed to local and imperial audiences: between the need for effective deterrence and 'civilizing' rule. The strategies of punishment deployed revolved around corporeal violence and spectacle rather than modern discipline. 47 Some colonizers even argued that violence itself was a 'civilizing force' and the only language 'savage' Africans could understand. The exigencies of governing the colonized sometimes produced chilling homologies between the so-called 'barbarism' of native practices and the acts of terror used to rule them. 48 Albie Sachs recounts how in the Cape Colony [today part of South Africa], colonized in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries by Dutch settlers, judicial procedures were adopted from the Dutch trading empire. This included public executions by hanging, strangling, breaking on the wheel or cross, or burning. With the Colony's political economy based on plantations and slave labour, the most severe sentences were unsurprisingly reserved for runaway slaves or those who threatened their masters: one man, convicted of 'two frightful murders… in a land where justice and righteousness are maintained as pillars of public peace' was tied to the wheel, flesh pinched and broken alive by eight blows of a club.' 49 Another slave was bound naked to a cross, had ten pieces of flesh ripped from him by red hot pincers at lengthy intervals, his right hand hacked off and thrown into a face, his body quartered and dragged in portions throughout the town, and his head secured to a pole as prey to the birds. 50 Such spectacles served the double purpose of inscribing the power and authority of white minority rule on its human property, and of attempting to secure the compliance of the black African population through terror. In line with the 'sanitization' of punishment in Europe however, these extreme punishments were dying out by the late eighteenth century and ended with the onset of British rule. 51 A tension between modernized governance and penal archaism however continued to mark criminal justice systems across the continent into the twentieth century. During the colonization and 'pacification' of sub-Saharan Africa in the late nineteenth century, as penal economies witnessed intensification of punishments 48 Pierce and Rao, Discipline and the Other Body, p. 2. 49 Albie Sachs, Justice in South Africa (Berkeley, 1973), pp. 26-7. 50 Ibid. 51 Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering.
executions of those who challenged colonial power were not uncommon. The death penalty was abolished in Portugal in 1869, but practiced in Angola until 1932. 52 In the Congo Free State [Democratic Republic of the Congo], the law allowed capital punishment and public execution in 1898, thirty years after they had been abandoned in Belgium. 53 The death penalty was widely used in French West Africa, under both native courts and French jurisdictions, for political offences, banditry and witchcraft activities. Public executions in these territories were commonplace, frequently conducted in market places using other prisoners or local inhabitants as executioners. Executions could be 'carried out in accordance with local custom' or by firing squad, before the guillotine was introduced in the 1930s. 54 Again, the archive reveals few details about the treatment of the bodies of executed criminals. public, their bodies put into bags and thrown into the Senegal River.' 55 Such a disposal of the corpses was presumably intended to contravene local and Muslim burial practices, intensifying the opprobrium of the punishment, but it is not clear whether this was a frequent occurrence.
In British Africa, public executions were usually conducted by hanging, although occasionally by firing squad. 56 Hanging was not a traditional method of execution in Africa, being more commonly associated with suicide. 57 Among the Igbo of south-eastern Nigeria, hanging was considered a particularly shameful method of death as the body lies vertical, not horizontally in alignment with the earth goddess. Spirits of people who died by hanging were not allowed to be buried with their kinsmen or enter into cycles of reincarnation. 58 It is unclear whether colonial authorities were aware of such local beliefs and intended this to intensify the punishment: mostly likely, hangings were uncritically adopted from metropolitan practice. There is little mention in the archives of bodies being left on display for extended periods, perhaps because this was regarded as 'primitive' practice more in line with 'barbaric' African custom than the 'civilizing mission' which supposedly justified 55 (Leiden, 2003) .
Executions were carried out in a very crude and cruel manner. The condemned prisoner was conducted to the nearest tree and placed on ammunition, biscuit, soap, or other box or convenient object, and the rope, after being run around his neck and though a fork of the tree, was fixed to the trunk. The box was then removed and death resulted from asphyxiation… There was no privacy about the proceedings, nor except in towns or their immediate vicinity, was the body taken down and immediately buried. 62 Of course, Germany responded with its own diplomatic assault on the barbaric violence of Lithograph, A. H. Zaki, c.1908 -1914 Such scandals provoked reform, occurring as they did against a background of international humanitarianism and emerging human rights sentiments which read the colonized body as a site of pain and violence in need of salvation. Under imperial pressure to 'modernize' criminal justice and conform to metropolitan legal and penal standards, the Colonial Office sent out repeated circulars between the 1890s and the 1950s insisting that public executions be ended in British colonies and that hangings take place inside prison walls. 65 The opening decades of the twentieth century also saw a widespread privatization, Even where hangings had been moved behind prison walls, when colonial rule was felt to come under threat from local 'disorder' authorities reverted to public execution, as in the face of intertribal affrays in Kenya, spates of robbery and violence in Uganda and 'leopard-men' killings in Nigeria. 70 Colonial executions saw the criminal body punished but not disempowered in African cosmologies. Escaping local procedures of retribution and reconciliation, it was instead transformed into a key resource for white power. 71 In Kenya, the government minuted in 1933 that many Africans did not believe executions were carried out and that the condemned men were rather 'being sent to England or otherwise disposed of.'
This disbelief from Africans in the reality of executions was particularly prevalent in cases where magical or ritual powers were attributed to the condemned man. 72 To combat such sentiments, in Kenya a semi-private system of execution was introduced, whereby two witnesses from the condemned man's community were brought to view him before and after 69 73 The imputation was that justice must be 'seen' to be done, even if state violence itself was to be hidden. This viewing of the executed body shows that whilst changing sensibilities regarding acceptable violence and the treatment of Africans were encouraging more ostensibly 'humane' punishments, the perceived need for effective deterrence and firm discipline necessitated retaining the symbolic violence of the execution, if in a moderated form. 74 In the decolonization era, colonies were expected to follow metropolitan reforms of anxious to prevent the tightly-bound Doe escaping 'by the power of some voodoo'. Doe's body was subsequently paraded through Monrovia and put on display for two to three days to convince the populace that he was really dead, and had not used supernatural powers to miraculously fly away or disappear. 90 Ellis highlights that events during Liberia's war, need to be 'read at two levels, both as descriptions of visible events and as possible evidence of 90 Agetua, Operation Liberty, pp. 51-2. In many parts of Africa, the transition to authoritarian rule was marked by the emergence of 'cults of personality' surrounding political leaders, which built on traditions of patrimonial, or 'Big Man' politics, in the continent. In some cultures, significant ritual and supernatural power was accorded to such 'Big Men', many of whom appropriated such narratives to bolster their authority. Lumumba's body was destroyed in an attempt to prevent identification and to obfuscate his murder, but also to prevent his body providing 'relics' for a cult to 'Lumumba the martyr'. Even without such physical relics however, the rumours and conspiracy theories surrounding Lumumba's scandalous death, the children, roads and universities named after him, the statues and stamps that bear his image, and the films and plays that depict his deathall these images, narratives and artefacts have combined together to form a simulacrum of the man, granting Lumumba an (im)material afterlife. 99 Thirty-four years after Lumumba's death, in Nigeria, the Ogoni intellectual and activist Ken Saro-Wiwa was arrested alongside eight fellow activists for his opposition to the Nigerian government and Shell's exploitation of the Ogoni peoples, land and oil in the Niger Delta. The 'Ogoni Nine' as they became known were convicted by military authorities in May 1994 for incitement to murder, allegedly with Shell's collusion, and sentenced to death. 102 In the face of widespread criticism by human rights organizations, the 'Ogoni Nine' were quietly executed at Port Harcourt on 10 November 1995, but such was the concern about Saro-Wiwa's treatment that news of the execution leaked out quickly, provoking international outrage and Nigeria's suspension from the Commonwealth of Nations, with the executions condemned as a travesty and a 'judicial murder'. 103 Unlike Nigeria's armed robbers, the Ogoni Nine were hanged, perhaps because the Abacha regime were aware of the stigma attached to hanging in Igbo culture and, wanting to shame their political opponents, 102 Royal Dutch Shell denied culpability in the executions and other human rights abuses but settled out of court with Saro-Wiwa's family for $15.5 million.
felt that this stigma would also have resonance within Ogoni cultures, or perhaps because they felt that hanging conveyed a greater judicial legitimacy. Any claims to popular or international legitimacy however were decried by the manner of execution and the treatment of the condemned men's bodies. After his colleagues had been sent to their deaths, it allegedly took five attempts to hang Saro-Wiwa. Whilst the military administrator in Port Harcourt claimed that the 'criminals' were buried 'each one in a coffin in his own grave', other accounts contradict this official narrative, suggesting that the 'Ogoni Nine' were dumped in a mass grave in downtown Port Harcourt without burial rites and their families denied access. To erase their identities their bodies were supposedly doused in acid or lime.
A private videotape was sent to General Abacha as confirmation that Saro-Wiwa was dead: a privatized image rather than spectacle of sovereign authority. 104 Despite the state's attempts to publicly elide the killing of a political opponent, ending his life and destroying his body, Ken Saro-Wiwa's image and spirit live on in the struggle of local activism, and international humanitarian campaigning to protect the Ogoni peoples, a local 'hero' becoming a global icon of resistance to capitalism and authoritarian injustice. 105 As Bastian suggests, the invisibility of Saro-Wiwa's corpse 'because of the lack of fixity that visibility offers, [would gain] a certain power over death.' In the absence of a body, images of Ken Saro-Wiwa protesting whilst alive dominated media discussions, whilst his writings 104 Tom Mbeke-Ekanem, Beyond the Execution: Understanding Ethnic and Military Politics in Nigeria (Lincoln, 2000) . 105 See for example the website 'Remember Saro-Wira', http://remembersarowiwa.com/ (accessed 20 August 2013), and Glenn Ellis's documentary In Rememberance: Ken SaroWiwa (1996) . continue to be widely read. 106 In Nigerian popular rhetoric, the spilling of Saro-Wiwa and the other 'Ogoni Nine' men's blood was conflated with the flow of oil out of Ogoniland. On the Nigerian online forum, Naijanet, it was said that as if, in dying and dissolving into the land without a proper, lineage-based burial, Saro-Wiwa and the other activists had taken on ancestral responsibilities for all of Nigeria. There were prayers addressed to them on Naijanet and ominous statements made about the efficacy of their martyred bodies; they were referred to as sacrifices and powerful political medicines. 107 As one protestor later stated, 'Ken Saro-Wiwa's blood won't dry up… It will keep Photo by Gopal, Notes from Nowhere (ed.), We Are Everywhere (London, 2003) .
[B] Conclusions
The dismembering and remembering of executed bodies in Africa shifted in practice, audience and signification from the mid-nineteenth to the late twentieth century, moulded by changing forms of politics, punishment and tensions between differing conceptions of the human body. Whilst executions in pre-colonial Ashanti acted upon both the materiality and the sacrality of the human body, in some instances dismembering the body to enact royal authority and to appease spirits, colonial executions had to balance 'civilized' norms of governance against their reliance on violence to control their African subjects. Despite the influence of monotheistic religion, colonialism and modern medicine, traditional conceptions of the body retained significance among large sectors of the populace in the postcolonial period. Attempts in the twentieth century to physically eradicate political opponents suggest that there was still a concern with the physical symbolism and supernatural power of the body. The use of material effigies appears to be relatively rare in political protests or punishment in Africa, perhaps because the physical body and its immaterial spirit have remained so prominent. 109 The instrumentalization of the death penalty and executed bodies by colonial and postcolonial armies reveals the more direct relationship between the body and power conceived within military discourses of authority, and the continued importance of execution as a spectacle of citizenship. One area that lies beyond the scope of the current chapter and requires greater research is what the differing treatments of executed bodies can tell the historian about the shifting relationship between law, violence and the social contract between rulers and the ruled. 110 The symbolism of the executed body varies, from the 'bodies without narrative' of the postcolonial massacre, to the 'narratives without bodies' where states physical destroy those who threaten their power, as with the Asante atɔperɛ and the disappearance of Lumumba and Saro-Wiwa. In high-profile contemporary executions in Africa, rather than a physical effigy being executed in the condemned man's stead as occurred in early modern Europe, an immaterial effigy cam emerge from the execution to re-member the body and spirit of the burial, their gravesites were conduits, rather than containers, for their spiritual force and political legacies, and the executed men became icons of opposition to authoritarianism and (neo-)colonialism. In many ways Africa has witnessed a recasting of the public theatre of execution during the previous century, from local, to imperial, to global, with multiple audiences witnessing and re/interpreting events. Whilst the ancient Egyptians believed that to speak the name of the dead was to make them live again, today we show their image, remembering the suffering of the human body alongside the ideals (or crimes) of the spirit.
Modern mass media allow executions to form a powerful new spectacle of global/local citizenship and protest.
